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bad for the lungs as dust: he told us a young man had just
died from the same thing; and, in fact, if I had bribed him,
he could not have served me better.
I was too profitable a person for Laurence not to wish to
take care of me, and the archers were ordered not to disturb
me any more by sweeping, and Laurence was profuse in his
apologies, assuring me he had only kept rny room clean to
please me.
The winter nights were very long. I had to pass nineteen
mortal hours in the dark. A miserable kitchen-lamp would
have made me so happy, but how was I to get it? Truly
'Necessity is the mother of Invention.3 I had a small earthen
pot, in which I cooked eggs: this filled with salad oil, with
a wick made of cotton frayed out of my counterpane, would
do for a lamp, but how was I to light it? I asked Laurence
to get me some pumice-stone for the toothache from which
I pretended to be suffering, and as he did not seem to know
what pumice-stone was, I added, as negligently as I could,
that a flint would do just as well, if I soaked it in vinegar.
The credulous fool gave rne half a dozen. I had a large
uteel buckle on the waistband of my under-drawers, so was
now the proud possessor of flint and steel; yet I had to
have recourse again to the doctor, and on pretence of a skin
eruption got some flowers of sulphur; under the sleeves of
rny beautiful coat, between the silk and the lining, the tailor
had sewn pieces of amadou: flint, steel, matches, tinder, I
had them all.
The flooring was made of larch-wood; after working
for six hours I had scraped off a towelful of chips; these
I put to one side, intending to empty them behind the cases
in the garret. The first plank was four inches thick; when
I got through it, I found another of the same size. In three
weeks I had made a hole in the three planks of which the
flooring was composed, and then I despaired, for below the
planks was a layer of bits of marble, forming what is called
in Venice a terrazo marmorino. This is the ordinary paving
of all Venetian houses except the very poorest; the nobles

